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Using the Vlasov-Poisson formalism a theory of parametric interaction of r driver pumps with
magnetized plasmas is developed. The interaction when the plasma appears to be transparent to
all driver pumps is studied. It is shown that in this case a variety of parametric instabilities exist
which are absent in a single driver pump-plasma interaction. The resonant interaction is also
considered. Threshold values and parametric growth rates are obtained for the case of excitation
of electron-Bernstein modes coupled to ion-Bernstein modes. The relevance of the results
obtained is discussed for electromagnetic wave-ionospheric plasma interaction and laboratory
plasma experiments.
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I.INTRODUCTION

An interest in multiple driver-pump nonlinear interac-
tion with plasma began nearly two decades ago.' It was pri-
marily motivated by problems of heating of laboratory plas-

mas as well as by ionospheric experiments.2-7 Besides this,
from the point of view of basic plasma physics, this problem
is also very interesting because it leads to enrichment of the
processes that take place during the interaction and to the

appearance of new instabilities.3 In Refs. l, 2, and 5 this
problem was studied from the aspect of laser-driven fusion
where excitation of plasma waves is realized by beating two
laser beams. In Refs. 4 and 7 a full version of the double-
resonance parametric theory of isotropic plasma with em-
phasis on ionospheric applications was given.

In this paper a general theory of multiple driver-pump
parametric excitations in a magnetized plasma is developed.
It represents the complementary part to Ref. 8 where the
parametric theory of a modulated driver pump in interaction
with a magnetized plasma is given. As will be shown in the
present paper, interactions of a modulated driver pump and
a multiple driver pump with plasma are very similar and,
under certain circumstances, they can be reduced to each

other.
The organization of the paper is as follows: in Sec. I[ the

model equations (derived from the Vlasov-Poisson formal-
ism) for the interaction of multiple driver pumps with mag-
netized plasma are given. In Sec. III dispersion relations de-

scribing nonresonant (when the frequencies of all driver
pumps are larger than the highest eigenfrequency of the
magnetized plasma) and resonant (when the frequencies of
the driver pumps are approximately equa! to some of the
high eigenfrequencies of the magnetized plasma) interaction
are obtained. In Secs. IV and V we deal with nonresonant
and resonant interaction in the case ofexcitation ofelectron-
and ion-Bernstein modes. The results obtained in Ref. 8 with
excitations of upper-hybrid, lower-hybrid, and oblique-
Langmuir waves coupled to ion-acoustic waves are also ap-
plicable here if some trivial substitutions are made. In Sec. V

'rPcrmanent address: Boris KidriE Institute of Nuclear Scienccs, Vin6a,
Belgrade, Yugoslavia.

emphasis is placed on double parametric resonance. Finally,
in Sec. VI discussion of results and their relevance for ionos-

pheric and laboratory plasma experiments are given.

II. VLASOV.POISSON FORMALISM OF MULTIPLE
DRIVER.PUMP PARAMETRIC EXCITATIONS IN
iIAGNETIZED PLASMA

A homogeneous, magnetized plasma in interaction
with (N { l) driver pumps in the form

E{r): f ", 
sin(ot,t*9,1

a:o

is considered. Using a well-known Vlasov-Poisson formal-
isme infinite systems of algebraic equations (see the Appen-
dix),

+€ .\'

m'l^: - t a:l

a: 1...N

/!\'\
Xnr(a-, * mau* 

|rr,r",U), @al

nf:r: -,iq 
t't I J^-,Utlfi ,,,1r'''n"'*'

^'!:,.-; a: t

/N\
xn.(ar * moto* ,Zrr,r,,U), (2b)

are obtained. Here nlt : nolro f soo,k) and n,(a,kl
: €o ! dp Vo{co,k,p) is the time-space Fourier transform of

charge density of a particles in their oscillating frame of
reference. V,(co,k,po) is the corresponding one-particle dis-
tribution function in an oscillating frame. In (2)the phase of
a main driver pump go is assumed to be zero as a reference
phase (phases of "escort" pumps are denoted by
gn, n: I . . .I/).Quantity.R f)(ar,k) : Ro(o f saro,k)is de-
fined by

x, (ar,k) : y,la,kl/ ll + pla,kl),
wherc y,(ot,k) is the linear susceptibility of the a plasma
component given byro

(l)

(3)
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x,(a,kt : + [rn,f_ r',(, +)
k,vo,fl,* *r",rf,X-. (4)

a-nt)o-k,Yo,
In (4) ar and k are the frequency and the wave vector of the
excited magnetized plasma modes, respectively; and &, and
k, are the normal (to the magnetic field which is oriented
along the z axis) and parallel wavenumbers and 2,, and Yo,

are the normal and parallel components of velocity Vo, re-
spectively. { is Bessel's function of the order "n" ar.d eo,Ao
are the charge of the particle a and the electron-cyclotron
frequency, respectively.

The system (2a) and (2b) describes coupling ofelectron
and ion plasma components by an external multiple driver

pump at (ar + saro,k)rna (, * md)o+,'!' /^r,,t).

The coefficient of nonlinear interaction is given by
.Y

1: fl /_,"[a("))exp(il^p^1, (5)

*h"r.1r'; ir",t 
" "oupring 

coefficient:

pt"t : @kE^/m"or,l[fr"t@,g,Xllrtr. (6)

ln(6lft^tl1,g,y)is a function describing the interaction ge-

ometry of the nth escort pump with plasma. The coupling
coefficient for the main driver pump is1.l(o)-p. The function

.ft"t(0,g,Xl is given by (see Ref. 9)

-ft"t(0,p,Xl: {cos 8cos1.tnt + la\,/@1 - O:il
X sin g sin I int cos g{')}2

* {sin 0 sin X 
(") sin p(nr

Xla^Q"/lat'" - o)l\'. (7)

In (7) d is the angle between k and Bo,Xt"'is the angle between

86 and E,n, andg (') 
is the angle between the planes formed by

vectors k, Bo and En, Bo. For the geometry of interaction
considered in Ref. 8, the expression (7) is reduced to one

similar to (9) (Ref. 8). tf the nondisturbed distribution func-

tion/fl is assumed to be Maxwellian, expression (4) reduces

to (2) and (A9) (Ref. 8).

The system (2a) and (2b) with (4), (6), and (7) represents
the most general treatment of parametric interaction of the

main driver pump and ff escort driver pumps with magne-

tized plasma. It could be very easily reduced to the knowne
casc of interaction of a single driver pump with magnetized
plasma (see Appendix).

As a concrete example of parametric excitations in mul-
tiple driver pump-magnetized plasma interaction we shall
study excitations of electron- and ion-Bernstein modes as

pure kinetic modes of magnetized plasma. Their corre-
sponding dielectric permittivities could be obtained from (4)

(scc Ginzburg and Rukhadze'o) in the [orm:

ntA"1k2pl]r

n2,l.1k2p!'1

ktp?|, - nA)

+ r+ o'!" orol. (e)S ,i,
Here l,(x):/,(x)exp(-x), where /,(x) is the modified
Bessel's function and v,, and v,, are the electron-ion and
ion-ion collision frequencies, respectively. The modes (8)

and (9)and those studied in Ref. 8 cover a very wide range of
eigenfrequencies of magnetized plasma. All results obtained
in Ref. 8 with modulated driver pump can be transferred to
the case of a multiple driver pump studied in this paper by
doing trivial substitutions.

ln the case of two escort driver pumps

E(, ) : Eo sin aro, * Er sin(ar,r ) * Ez sin otrt,

if
@o - @r : - (@o - @zl : A lA I osl

and

Er:Ez:a[o,
we have

E(, ) : Eo(l + 2a cos Ot I sin ao|.

This means that the case of two escort pumps could be re-

duced to the case of an amplitude-modulated driver pump
(see Ref. 8).

In the following, however, we shall be interested in the
interaction of two driver pumps with magnetized plasma. In
this case interaction coefficients (5) are reduced to

I:J -,"WV -,,Ur"'\, go:gr-0. (lo)

Now the electric field of a driver pump is

E(, ) : Eo sin aro , * Er sin ar,/.

If
@o - @r : O' lO ( ars), E1 - Eo,

then

E(, ) : 2Eo cos (Ot /2lsin a tt

so that it could be, again, considered as a special case of
amplitude modulation. The influence of the driver-pump
phases in the case of two escort pumps was considered in
Ref. I l.

III. DEBIVATION OF NONLINEAR DISPERSION
RELATIONS

In this section we shall derive dispersion relations for
the nonresonant and resonant cases based on the system of
model equations (2a) and (2b). Let us first consider the casc

when the driver-pump frequencies are higher than all high
eigenfrequencies of a magnetized plasma. This is the case of a

completely transparent plasma which appears to be stable

upon the action of a single driver pump.e This case corrc'
sponds to the nonresonant case of Ref. 8 where the carrier
frequency of the driver pump was larger than thc eigenfre'
quencies of magnetized plasma. Model equations for the
nonresonant doublc driver pumpplasma interaction can bc

obtained from (2a)and (2b)in thc following form:

e,"(ar,k): I + #-
,1, H
o) ,-2--

k'p1@ - n0"l

+ intyn 
k"'n u"' 

.' "''- (k ,ply nlO,i
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n.(ar,k) : - rR.(ar,k)
-l 

_,n,1o +r0,k),

I,n,l<o * s0,k),n,la,kl: - rt,(r.r,k)

l, : J -,(#to'V,[r"').
System (l l) describcs the interaction of the double driver
pump with magnetized plasma where O - o)o ar, and
@s,@ 1 ) tty.ff A -Los and at -atn, excitation of two high-
frequency magnetized plasma modes is possible. By putting
in (llls:0, - I thefollowingdispersion relation

('-^t'

is obtained. In Ref. 8 we did not treat the case of excitation of
two high-frequency modes because of the difficulties in real-
izing high modulation frequency in experiments. Here, how-
ever, the modulation frequency O is formally identical to the
beat frequency O : @o - o)r which could be easily changed
in experiments.

lf O -at, and o l ao excitation of a high-frequency
magnetized plasma mode coupled to some of the low-fre-
quency modes is possible. Now, in system (ll) relevant re-
sponses are n,(a + O,k) and n".,{co,k). The corresponding
dispersion relation has the form:

1 : R,(ar,k)[ foR'"q + Ii R']]+ P-, R !- "]. (13)

In nonresonant double driver pump-plasma interaction
excitation of two low-frequency magnetized plasma modes
(o. ) is possible if O -2.@ L and a - a r. In this case dominant
R quantities are R lol and R !,;'). From (l l) the following
dispersion relation is obtained:

eQo,klflo - A,k):4ArA -, y,(a,k)y"(a - O,kl

Xy,(a,kly,ldt - O,kl. (14)

In resonant interaction all driver-pump frequencies are
close to some of the high eigenfrequencies of the magnetized
plasma. In the case of double resonance (see Ref. 4) the sys-
tem (2a)and (2b) is reduced to

n"(a,kl : - R"(ot,k) 5: J - ^(pto'V -,,Urt"lm,lr- - *

Xn,fa + (m * lrlrl.o* ltO,kl,
(15)

n,(a.r,k) : *R,(ar,k) > J^llr'otV,,Urt"l
m,lt: - n

Xn"fa * (m * lrlra.o* ltQ,kl.

In ( I 5) it is assumed that ar, : oo * 0 and o) - ci L, @o * @ a.
Taking into account that relevant responses in (15) are

n,.,(a,kl and n,(o t aro,k) it turns out that m * lr:0, + I
and /, : - 2(for A:aLl and /, : - I for A:?toL.The
coupling of waves under /, - - 2 is weaker and in what
follows we shall assume lr: - I and consequently
A : ?t'tL (see Ref. 4). Under these circumstances from (15)

the following dispersion relation can be obtained:

Dlr,t - n,klD (ar,k) = T*lro - O,k)1'-(<,r,k), (16)

(t l)

sL

I"
+\
I

r-R!-',,5.t,*,fif,)
\2

l,I,*tR'ii) (12)

where

D lco,kl : e(a.r.k) I I

r ffiH + ix'l.,'k),I, (r'"')'

,(#**) (17)

,=E- 
l,nr')(r

: 
^R lo)rt t-t,(5_

T * lto,h): - + x,(r,k\r""ttt"(7h - ;-),
(18)

C t n) 
- e(a,l f ar,,k), &)n-a)ollt.

The dispersion relation (16) is first obtained in Ref. 4 for the
case of isotropic plasma. Here it is generalized to include
constant magnetic fields. In ( l6) it is assumed that the driver
pumps are relatively weak pto), ptt) < l. The case when one
driver pump is strong (Ef,/4nn"?: > l) and the other one is
weak (E'r/4rn"T" < l) is studied in Ref. 12.

IV. NONRESONANT EXCITATIONS

Neglecting the influence of the double driver pump on
dispersion features of plasma, from dispersion relation (12),

" 
f,) (re)

is obtained. In ( l9) it could be seen that coupling of two high-
frequency magnetized plasma modes is realized through an
ion plasma component and consequently relatively high
thresholds and low growth rates are to be expected. Substi-
tuting for roby a * iy and expanding plasma dielectric per-
mittivity in Taylor series from ( l9) for the parametric growth
rately ) ?zr, where 7, is the linear damping rate ofthe high-
frequency mode),

^2_t-
(>,-='--1,*,/,R(i')'

(201
(dR 

"e n /dal - : .,;,1t0R "e 
u / dot). : _,i,

is obtained. The corresponding threshold value could be ob-
tained by putting T - Ta in (20). In thecase of excitation of
two electron-Bernstein modes [see (8)] with frequencies

ott) -nQ" and attl) -mO", (20)becomes [^R !'r:1,(ar,k)]

/ t*

\\J= 
- a

,:o"(#)t(#)"'

^n',lk'or?) 
lt, ,ol

k'pi

I lk2p:lt"+ ^+2v2

Ztn 
+ mt/2 lkr*\o

(2t)

In the case of excitation of a high-frequency (O - a rl mode
coupled to a low-frequency mode lat - at rlfrom ( I 3) for weak
driver pumps lOto), o{tt 1 l)we obtain

Aar,k) _ _(p'o'p"'\'--\ 4 /
x( r-l\.

\ e(ar f O,k) 4a - O,kl I
(22)

Neglecting the anti-Stokes'line (under the assumption that

/ a /a L ( I ), we obtain, from (221:
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r:(tl:y
ll + y,1a,k112

(231
ld R,e r / &al- : .,(0R, e t / dal - : -,

lfan electron-Bernstein mode(co, : nd|,lcoupled to an ion-
Bernstein mode (arr : mA,) is excited, from (23),

is obtained.
lf two low-frequency modes are excited, from (14)

(y ) yr,yr low-frequency-mode lilnear damping rate),

, 41, I -, y,lo,kly,(a - O,klX,@t,kly,(a - O,klr:' (dR,e r/1otl.:.y,(dR,e r/clal,:.,t,
(25)

is obtained. Expression (25), in the case of excitation of two
ion-Bernstein modes with ar[)- n 

I 
O,l and afi - mlO,l, re-

duces to:

V + y rl| * f nl : f I I + rt.x.(r,kll'

*,i, rr,,,),[(+?)-:.,

"(gft).:-.1-'. ,ro

In (28),

I 
^e *.rldt,klItt'L 

lflR,en.r@t,kl/0otl.:-,.,

is the linear damping rate of excited modes. It is evident from
(28) that under the above assumptions and 0 - ?t t, the driv-
er pump with frequency aro contributes to the excitation of
the high-frequency mode at (atr- ar.,k) and the low-fre-
quency mode at (otr,kl. If however t1 : @o - @r ) ?tt, \in
Refs. l3 and 14, O s Scorl the two resonances are decoupled
and the sidebands la, * at s,kl, (o4 * ot a,kl do not mutually
interact. (This is the case of separate action of two driver
pumps with plasma.) In (28) interaction between sidebands
leads to the energy transfer from the inner sideband
(a4 - a ,,kl to the outer sideband (a , - a ,,kl (see Refs. I 3
and l4). As is seen from (28) the growth rate for the pump
intensities above threshold is significantly larger than in the
case of a single driver pump.

Let us now derive the explicit form of the influence of
the T*T- term on parametric excitations. From (16) we
obtain

l^" 
o(r'o',k) + ,"'(!:2)-: 

r,

a iI^ D lot@',nt][^" D l,oto' - o,kl

u : l''o'l'"' ( tn \"'
' 2k2ln\mlnll

. .lk'p'l'* \"Y-" 
1kr*121kro,72

lQ,a,)t" (k2p1lr^ + utz

latoiao") 2m + a/2

l24l

T : 2(I r I -,,1, 
t, 

--#(?)' (?)'
l^nl''' A: W'Pl\'^ * 

m +2t/2

^ 1^''nt1"n'* '* 'h lk'rf 126l

From (21), (241, and, (26) it is apparent that for a single driver
pump, parametric growth rates vanish and, consequently,
coupling of the waves does not exist.

V. RESONANT EXCITATIONS

The threshold value problem for the double parametric
resonance in isotropic plasma was treated in detail in Refs. 4
and 6. Dispersion relation (16) is, however, rather complex
for analytical treatment of parametric growth rate and re-
quires numerical study (see Ref. 20). Here, we shall give an
estimate of parametric growth rate with a double resonance
condition using some assumptions recently verified by ex-
perimentsrr'ra of Wong et al. with ionospheric plasma. [n
Refs. 13 and 14 it was shown that under the condition of
double resonance when aro - @r-2o, (r,r, is the ion-acoustic
wave frequency) amplitudes of the side bands (aro t ar,,k),
(ars * ar,,k) are significantly smaller than the amplitude of
the outer side band with frequency @r - ar,. Physically, it
means that in interaction decay parametric processes take
place. Taking into account these results, dispersion relation
(16) could be significantly simplified and solved by a succes-
sive perturbation method it (8|/4m,T,l(ar/ynl I I
lE"-86, E, arc the electric field amplitudes of the driver
pumps), In the 6rst approximation relation (17) has the form

[(lr'o'pt")' - 0]

Dlot - n,klD (ar,k) : g. l27l

Standard treatment of this equation gives the following solu-
tion for the parametric growth rate:

+ ,''(Y:2) 
a: @,u,- n 

* ir^

: T*(- ar,k)T-latr,kl.

Dlr'"- r,u)l

Here ar(o) is defined by R" D (ar(ot - O,k)-R"
Consequently from (291Vro, : T * ATl,

(2el

D (a,r(o),k1 : g.

Ay : -J T*( - cor,klT-(otr,xy - J'Tl- (30)
TrlTt Yt*Yz

is obtained. Here Ay is defined by ,"': R.4,(t) + iAy.
R"@"t gives the linear frequency shift of parametrically ex-
cited modes and in (29) was neglected. y, and,7, are given by

I^ Dlattot,k'1
Tt: ::=--"=-'-a:-':-,

{dR, D /0ol---,",'
I^ Dli.otot - o,kl

(3 1)
(dR, D /0a1.: ann - !)

where d7 represents the quantity which is for the order of
magnitude smaller than y and in the following it will bc ne-

glected.
As a concrete example of double resonance parametric

excitations we shall study excitations of oblique-Langmuir
waves arr : alp, lcos d I coupled to ion-acoustic waves

@ : @,: ku, lcos d I and, excitation of electron-Bcrnstein
modes coupled to ion-Bcrnstein modes. In the first casc we
havc

Tr:

Tz:
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(32)

In (32) it was taken into account that an ion-acoustic wave is

heavily dampcd in ionospheric plasma due to T,-7,
ly,*r": &u,lcos 01, u,: (7,/m,ltt2l. Coupling coeffi-

cient p(") has the following forms in the case of ordinary
(OlE,llBo and, extraordinary (,Y)E,1Bo driver pumps, re-
spectively,

,: +(, -i #)' .L,*'^,',,rcos 
o 

I

,(;)'#rr

ekE-
P'"t(ol - ------i- cos d,

m"@:

ekE- / a- \2
u^(Xl-- "l " lsind.' m.@:\O" )

(. ;E)' z,*",'

(Rcfs. 6 and l7) appear to be limiting cascs valid only under
certain circumstances. For example, the results of the hydro-
dynamical approach (Nishikawa's formalism)could be ob-
tained from the Vlasov-Poisson formalism by taking plasma
dielectric permittivities in hydrodynamical approximation
and coefficients of interaction in weak driver-pump approxi-
mation. The limitation of the energy balance formalism is
that coupling of certain modes must be known o priori,
which is not always obvious.

It is shown that nonresonant interaction of a multiple
driver pump with magnetized plasma leads'to the appcar-
ance of new instabilities which are absent in the case of a
single driver pump. A similar eflect was shown in Part I with
modulated driver pump. Here, we shall generalize this result
saying that any kind of driver-pump nonmonochromaticity
will lead in nonresonant interaction to appearance of instabi-
lities (this kind of instability was first discovered by Aliev ar
a/., Refs. 3 and l2 and Ref. 22 of Ref. 8). Due to these instabi-
lities (though the thresholds are higher for the order of mag-
nitude with respect to the resonant parametric instabilities)
the region of parametric excitations in ionospheric experi-
ments could be significantly larger.

In resonant interaction it was shown that a number of
sidebands appear which are absent in the case of a single
driver pump. Furthermore the energy is transferred from
one sideband to another (this is due to the nonlinear interac-
tion of sideband lines if they are spaced at o -?,@L). In the
opposite case driver pumps are independent, and in the sta-
tionary phase, depending on the concrete experiment,13'16're
side-band structure is very complex. In our calculation we
have utilized the results of experimentsr3'r4'r5 to solve an
algebraically very complex dispersion relation (16). Conse-
quently the values of parametric growth rates and thresholds
obtained in this pap€r are somewhat higher and lower, re-
spectively, than in real situations where excitation of all side
bands (with equal parametric growth rate)takes place. It is to
be noted that our calculations predict very efficient excita-
tion of long- and short-wavelength Bernstein modes by an X-
mode driver pump if inherent problems in propagation of
this mode through the ionosphere are avoided (see Ref. l9).

The theory developed is also applicable for electromag-
netic wave generators which inherently appear to be multi-
ple line generators like the HF laser.

In conclusidn, Ref. 8 and the present paper give a linear
theory of parametric excitations in magnetized plasma by a
nonmonochromatic driver pump in a rather formal manner.
Further detailed computational2o and analytical considera-
tion is needed in order that the results can be directly applied
in practice. A natural continuation of the work is the devel-
opment of a theory for the saturation processes of excited
modes in the field of a nonmonochromatic driver pump.
Some work has already been done in this area for isotropic
plasma in Refs. 16 and 17 (Ref. 8).
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The parametric growth rate for the excitation of an ordinary
Langmuir wave (treated in Ref. 4) could be obtained from
(32) by putting cos 0: L In this case [see (33b)] coupling of
waves through.f, driver pumps is not possible.

The growing of electron-Bernstein a : nlO"l and ion-
Bernstein o : mO, modes is defined by

?2:

lk'p?l^ *'lk'p'"Y * tlnml(o"0,13

(k' fo)W a fi l(a opt *12 nlml2^ + "

In this case coupling is possible only by X driver pumps [in
(33b)sin 0 -ll.In (34) it was taken into account that linear
dissipation of Bernstein modes is pure collisional and very
small (typically for the,Fionospheric layer v,,/O" < 10-',
where v., is the electron-ion collision frequency). Due to
this, threshold is lower and consequently channel (34) is
more promising than (32) though it has not yet been experi-
mentally studied. In a long-wavelength region lk2pl I ll an
electron-Bernstein mode (n : I ) reduces to an upper-hybrid
wave. Excitation of upper-hybrid waves was studied in the
ionospheric simulation experimen[ in Ref. 15.

Finally, let us note that in experiments performed by
Showen et al.t6, it was observed that a significant role is
played by the so-called arithmetic mean instability in which
high-frequency plasma response is at frequency (ao * arl/2.
The growth rate for this instability could be obtained from
(32) by putting, instead of crr, lcos d l, arithmetic mean fre-
quency lon * at)/2 and, the threshold value by substitution
T n Tn {y, -v",/2 is the linear damping rate of oblique-
Langmuir wave). The threshold value calculation for the
arithmetic mean instability based on energy balance is given
in Ref. 17.

vr. DrscussroN AND coilcLusroN
In this paper a theory of parametric interaction of a

multiple driver pump with magnetized plasma is developed.
The theory is based on the Ylasov-Poisson formalism so that
it represents the most general approach to the problem. Oth-
er approaches based on hydrodynamical equations (Refs. 4,
7, and l8 and Ref. 6 ofRef. E) and energy.balance equations
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APPENDIX: DERIVATION OF MOOEL EOUATIONS

Dispersion features of a magnetized, homogeneous
plasma in the electric field of a multiple driver pump in the

rform E(r ) : II- o E" sin(ar, t + g,\ is obtained utilizing a

Vlasov-Poisson system of equations. The space-time evolu-
tion of a one-particle plasma distribution functionf (r,p, r )

is governed by

+. ktv.a A(vxBoli,v.

,YN
x f[ exp(rk6di')[| exp(rk6{}}'

n:Q a:O

Further we can write
,^y fy

I exp(rk6{r) f[ exp(rkdrft1
a:O a:O

N
: f[ exp( -iptnt sinar, / *ig^l

a =O
ff +€

n =O l, = - 6

In (A9) the coupling coefficient is given bV (6) (Sec. II). Sub-

stituting (A5) in (A8) and applying the Fourier transform in
time we obtain

e

- iaVo * ktV. + -i-{vxBo\9oV,

^. - 
4teoe, L- ftv, f,:'z.f J 

oo
I

,t"r- ,^(p'"\""'n'

*,t, t,',,k)'

Here Vo:V,(p,k,r,tl. Writing (Al0) for a two-component
(electron-ion, a,-e, rJ plasma we obtain the following sys-

tem ofequations:

- iatV" * ixvZ.1 91vxBo)vr 9.
c

-ftv, t,?(T[*"rr. TI"
*, _{- -it^,- ,.1*t^t1e't'*'w,),

l': ' a n = O

- iaV, s irttZ, + lvaBolVrP,
c

-ftvo t?(T I*,0r. T I"
*, 

_E - _fr"r,"*"'1"""n"v,).ln: - a n-O

In (Al l) and (Al2)ptnt-ptnt.Introducing the charge density

of the a plasma component in an oscillating frame,

n,(at,kl: ". I dg V,(p,k,tol,

:,kv,.Flo) Ey# I *, on

(A8)

Here E(r, r ) denotes a plasma self-cohsistent electric field
which is obtained from the Poisson equation. In a perturbed

,state (denoted by superscript "1") the system (Al) obtains
the following form:

A fttl"ff + vv, f':' e,E{tlio fll

1 31vxBo)vrfl'1 eoE(r)(r, tlgrfrlt :6. (A2)
c

Applying a Fourier transform in r space on system (A2) we

obtain

A fttt

T * k"f')'+ e.E(t1vof'l' * 3rrr.)vof':l

- ftv" f':'+Y# !fi,0n.

XYrfo:O, q.:e,i. (Al)

(A3)

Here /f is a nonperturbed one-particle distribution func-
tion. In (A3) we substituted a self-consistent plasma electric
field

*. Ye, f,

E(r)(r,/)- - #+q If';'1p,x,tPp.
Let us now introduce a new function:

+ r,(r{r)+ E1r, rr+ }rxn))

X,

xvl(a,

(A4)

(Ar0)

(Al l)

(Al2)

(Al4)

V.\D, t):/!'(p, +

where
^tooo,r,,r),(exp(rkdrfr), 

(As)

4io#,t : "' E(,) + &rxBo),
dt' fro froc

6r[r- 
* | -dt'6pt!t(t'1.

(A6)

(A7)

(Al3)

and using a known proceduree of the plasma dielectric per-

mittivity formalism, we obtain

n. (ar,k) * y 
"(o,k\n,(at,klAs can be seen from (A5), function V,lp, t ) represents the

distribution function of thc a plasma component in thc
frame oscillating with a particles. Oscillation of a particles

in a multiple driver-pump electric field and a constant mag-
netic field Bo is described by Eqs. (.{6) and (A7). Substituting

1A5) into (A2) we obtain the following equation:
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- - l,la,kl

Xr,(, +

+t N

t I ,r_ t"l1tt"'le't"e"
l.- - * n =O

,Y\
! /"ar",kl,
-ta -O '
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r, (ar,k) + X,(al,k)rl, (ar,k)

+- A'

- - y,la,k) : fl J,"1o''r""^
j"-".;-:"-"

/!\
xa.(ar * ,I" 

l,a,,k). (Al5)

Herelo (ar,k)is the linear susceptibility of the a plasma com-
ponent given by (a) (Sec. II). With quantity R" defined by
Ro = yola,k)[ I + X,(ar,k)] -' from (Al4) and (Al5], we
obtain:

n,lo;k): -fi.(ar,k) > 11 ,-,.,r''',
l,= - 6 n:Q
u _ o,l.../!

X",,"n,n,(, +

n,la4k): - fii(ar,k) t il, t,^r"\
l': - 6 7:Q

r: O.l...rV

x 
""'n^ 

r,(r*,i l,r,,x).

In the case of an isotropic plasma (see Ref. 3) the system
(Al6) and (Al7) is also valid but with

x,tark): + Iif#, p"' : #. (At8)

The system (Al6) and (Al7)could be very easily reduced to
the case of a singlee driver-pump parametric theory. In doing
so let us formally write a,l ---+ o * saro. Then from (A16) and
(Al7)we obtain

*o rl

-j"::,.:,u' ': I

fi li': x,(a.r * sarn,kl[ | + X"lot * sarn,k)J -t.
If E, -0 for n = L..N then p''l : 0. Conseguently

,,,tu'"'t : {1,',t,:,';r'*ji,
and

I l,co^ - g.

No*,1f,. system (Al9)and (A20) is reduced to the model
equations of a single driver-pump parametric theorye

!r'ot:rrl.
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! I,ar",k), (A16)

a:O /

xr,(, * mo)o*,t, l^r,,k)""^'",

nlr): - fi l') t J^-,lttl iL r,.*"\
m'ln: -@ n:l
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